TOPICS AND PARTICIPANTS: Who is Involved & What’s Being Discussed?
In this section, you will learn how to pick the best topic or topics for your 20th
anniversary event, as well as how to determine the best participants and
audience for your event.

Select your topic(s)
The 20th anniversary event provides a unique opportunity to engage
policymakers and the public in the issues that are important to First 5 and
your community right now. Since 2018 also is a gubernatorial election year,
and your county or region may be having local elections, this year’s event
could be especially powerful in advancing your policy message.
You should select your event topic by asking the following questions:
What are the most critical challenges facing young children and their
families in my county, region, and the state?
How do those challenges relate to early childhood issues?
What are the best opportunities for local and/or state policy change
affecting young children and families in my county/region in the near
future, and how could those be addressed through this event?

F5 TIP:
So many topics, So
little time!
With limited time during
a 90-minute event to
provide an overview
and context for the
issues, we recommend
featuring a single issue
that is relevant and timely
for your community.
Focusing on a single
policy area may make it
easier for policymakers
to commit to taking action
on those areas, and will
help to determine your
best participants and
audience.

We recommend you select a single issue to focus on in your town hall, if possible. Topics
with particular relevance on the state level right now, and which may be appropriate in
your community, include:
Family resilience, family strengthening, building protective factors in the face
of trauma, home visiting
Developmental screening and early intervention at appropriate ages
Availability of quality, affordable child care; fair pay and professional
opportunities for child care workers
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The key players in your event will depend on the type of event you are
hosting. In all cases, however, the event is an opportunity to expand your
circle and strengthen relationships with key community members who share
common interests, but whom you don’t know well.
People who may be involved in your event include:
Experts — They can provide context for the topics you will discuss or
feature, either by giving a presentation, sitting on a panel, or being on
hand as an attendee.
Panelists — If you are holding a traditional town hall, panelists will likely
include policymakers and expert presenters.
Moderator — For a more traditional event with a panel, the moderator
will guide the panel discussion, engage the audience in asking
questions, summarize key points, and lead participants in taking the First
5 pledge, if applicable.
Guests — Attendees include individuals and groups who are most
invested in the topics being discussed, and who can make substantive
change.

PANELISTS: Engaging elected leaders and
experts from your community

F5 TIP:
Seek participants who
reflect:
Expertise: Recognized thought
leaders or influential business
leaders with strong credentials.
Diversity of opinion and
thoughts: Complete agreement
leads to everyone “preaching to
the choir.”
Experience: Those personally
impacted by the issues such
as grantee partners or program
participants provide a “face” to
your advocacy.
Preparation: Ensure participants
are well-equipped with resources
and information on the issues,
along with their roles and
responsibilities.

The town hall provides an opportunity for you and your community to have a meaningful dialogue with your
local policymakers about the timeliest, most pressing issues facing young children and families. It also is
an opportunity to get their commitment to take action on those issues. An ideal panel will consist entirely of
policymakers who represent your community at the local, state, or federal levels such as:
School Board members
City Council members
County Supervisors
(ideally, the Supervisor who sits on the First 5 county commission)
State Senators and Assembly members
Federal Congressional members
Include up to four policymakers on a panel to allow ample time for each to provide their perspectives on the
issues. If fewer policymakers are available to participate on the panel, that also works. It provides opportunities
for a deeper dive into the issues and even more time for questions. Or, consider including expert presenters to
join policymakers on the panel as well.
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Selecting the panelists
How do you know exactly which policymakers to invite? This depends upon several
considerations, including:
Issues you most want to influence (for example):
If your top priority is to secure more state funding for quality early learning, invite statelevel elected officials whom you can cultivate to be your strongest advocate in the
short- and long-term.
If you want to create momentum in your community to adopt family-friendly policies
within your local government and business community, invite City Council members or
County Supervisors.
Support your existing champions:
Brainstorm policymakers who your colleagues or partners know, who you’ve worked
with in the past, or who are familiar with First 5 issues. Maximize these relationships to
invite policymakers to participate. This is the perfect opportunity to revisit, reinforce, and
strengthen those existing relationships. Once you’ve secured the participation of one
policymaker, you often can use that to encourage participation by others.
Create new champions:
If you don’t have a clear champion for your issues, think through where you can find a
nexus between your issues and your elected officials’ policy priorities. This is a prime
opportunity to cultivate new champions.
Be careful to ensure town halls are non-partisan and all members and/or candidates for an
elective body (e.g., Congressional members, State Legislators, County Supervisors, or Council
members) are invited to participate in the town hall equally.

Include policymakers at all levels
CHECK
IT OUT!

From a local School Board member to a federal Congressional member: there is no
“correct” combination. Think carefully about the specific Calls to Action and related panelist
questions you ask to ensure they are tailored and relevant to each panelist. This also
applies to making sure you have a mix of policymakers and expert presenters on your
panel. For example:
Tailor your questions and Calls to Action to each panelist by utilizing the state-level
Calls to Actions included in the First 5 Issue Paper Templates, and revising each so
they are applicable on the local and federal levels.
Or, make your questions and Calls to Action more generic rather than specific to the
targeted state-level Calls to Actions included in the First 5 Issue Paper Templates.
See First 5 Issue Paper Templates and Sample Panelist Questions under “First 5 Policy Tools
section” for more information.
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EXPERT PRESENTERS: Highlighting the issues
and work of First 5 and partners

The town hall also provides an opportunity for county commissions to highlight the local
issues that impact young children and the work of First 5 and your community partners.
One of the primary ways to do this in a town hall setting is through brief, engaging issue/
program presentations by one or several experts.

Direct lobbying vs. policy education: Understand the boundaries
CHECK
IT OUT!

Proposition 10 allows for making direct recommendations to the state legislature
for changes in state laws, regulations, and services, should your Commission
be interested in using your town hall event as an opportunity to make
recommendations on specific legislation and/or budget policies. We would caution
that this allowance does not necessarily extend to issues before the public for a
vote.
With that said, each county commission has their own policies around direct
engagement vs. policy education, so be sure to check with your legal counsel
about any specific parameters. Whether or not your commission chooses to
engage in lobbying, everyone can engage in policy education. And anyone can
host a very successful town hall meeting solely for the purpose of educating
your elected officials and the public on critical issues – rather than
advocating for specific bills or policy changes.
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Inviting the presenters
Who you invite as presenters depends upon the issues being discussed. In general, presenters
will include practitioners and subject-matter experts from critical stakeholder or grantee-partner
organizations. Here are some things to consider when selecting presenters:
Presenters should be extremely familiar with the issues and possess a unique and
important perspective that will aid in the discussion of the problem, its local impacts,
and possible solutions. Look for presenters who are knowledgeable and also skilled
at engaging an audience.
Presenters also could include those who have been impacted by the issues. For example,
parents or teachers can share stories about the impact of quality early learning in their
experience and how it relates to the larger policy goals of the event.
Think about assembling speakers who reflect the full diversity of culture, experience,
and perspective in your community.
Include a maximum of three presenters (each with five minutes to speak on their issue area).
Alternatives include having two presenters (each with 6 to 7 minutes to speak) or one presenter
and one to two case studies (e.g., an expert presenter to address family strengthening and a
mother to share her story about home visiting). The goal is to make the presentations more than
a “report out” by one presenter and, instead, to tell a compelling story about the issues and lives
of young children in your community.

Presentation content
Presentations should use compelling stories and
powerful statistics to provide an overview of the
main issues being featured. The most effective
presentations include examples of how families’
lives are affected. For a 90-minute town hall event,
we recommend presenters keep their remarks to 15
minutes.
See the “Event Structure” section for a Sample Internal Agenda.

F5 TIP:

Highlight new information
Look for new or newsworthy information, data, or case studies
to present at the town hall, such as any new studies or reports
that can provide a “hook” for encouraging audience and media
attendance.

Avoid “getting into the weeds”

Ask your presenters to focus on outlining the most compelling
statistics and high-level points, and offer additional information,
facts and figures, etc. in a handout. High-level presentations
help keep your audience’s attention during a short timeframe!

Make it personal

Whenever possible, make presentations more personal by showing
the faces of First 5 in your community — the grantee partners,
community organizations, and the children and families who are
impacted by First 5. Real beneficiaries are your best advocates!

Sign off on everything!

Make sure to vet all presentations and handouts well ahead of
the event!
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MODERATOR: A positive force and event guide
Your moderator will serve as the perceived event host by your audience, and will be important
in setting a positive atmosphere so that panelists feel comfortable sharing their thoughts and
perspectives, and guests feel welcome to ask questions that are important to them.
Look for a moderator who understands the importance of First 5 issues and why the audience
should feel engaged to participate. Make sure the moderator is skilled at keeping the
conversation going — inserting prepared questions, interjecting follow-up questions, and making
bridges between ideas.
See “First 5 Policy Tools” section for more information and Sample Panelist Questions.

Potential moderators could include:
An influential business or community leader
A local television or radio host, or early education/community interest reporter
A respected local elected official or high-ranking local government position-holder,
such as a Public Health Officer, former Mayor or County Superintendent
A well-known, long-standing service provider, such as a First 5 Executive Director
or a First 5 commissioner

Securing a commitment: Engaging participants
and guests to take the pledge
One of the town hall’s key goals is to compel — first and foremost —
policymakers, other participants, and guests to commit to improving the lives of
children ages 0 to 5 at this year’s town hall event and in the future. And one of
the most important moments of your town hall will take place near the end of the
event as the moderator summarizes the issues and next steps, and asks both
policymakers and guests to make a pledge to take action.
See Sample Internal Agenda in the “Event Structure” section.
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Getting a tangible (even if symbolic) commitment is an important measure of
success for your town hall. After all, educating participants and guests about
the issues is an important step, but getting them to take action is the ultimate
desired outcome. How you compel that commitment is completely up to you.
For example:
Have the moderator or First 5 county commissioner ask policymakers
and guests to sign the First 5 Pledge. First 5 Pledge Card Templates
in this section are available for you to customize and use to capture
commitments in writing.
Have the moderator ask panelists targeted questions about their
commitment to a particular issue to gain a verbal commitment.
Have the moderator ask all participants and guests to make a more
general commitment to improving the lives of young children and families
in their community.

GUESTS: Involving individuals and groups
who care about the issues

F5 TIP:
Prep policymakers
about the
First 5 Pledge
It is vitally important you talk with
participating policymakers in
advance of the town hall about the
First 5 Pledge — what it means
to the event and what you will
be asking them to do. Provide a
copy of the First 5 Pledge Card
(for policymakers) should you
choose to use it. After all, we want
policymakers to come away with
a positive experience — and to
participate again at next year’s
town hall or other event. You don’t
want them to be caught off guard,
especially in a public setting.

Brainstorm statewide and local organizations, groups, individuals, and
grantee partners who are interested and/or involved in your town hall issues
and invite them to attend as guests. To aid in the brainstorming process, see
our Sample Partner/Guest List in this section for a list of suggested guests to
invite and ask to spread the word to their networks.
See “Planning” section for information about finding partners who could provide
additional staffing, expertise, and resources to make your event a success.
Those organizations also could be invited as guests.
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Tools Available in the “Participants” Section:
PS
 ample Partner/Guest List of suggested organizations to consider
inviting as your event guests and/or partners/co-hosts
PP
 olicymaker Invitation Letter Template for you to customize and
send to invite your policymakers
P Panelist Prep Packet for you to customize and give to policymakers
as soon as possible after their participation is confirmed
You can use these templates exactly as outlined, adapt them, or create
new materials to meet your needs.

F5 TIP:
Combine your panelist
prep session with a
site visit
Hold your panelist prep session
at a case study location you plan
to highlight during the town hall.
This will make the issues real
and the preparation more
meaningful, not to mention that
policymakers can state during
the town hall they saw the
program first hand.

See the “Planning” section for a Planning Timeline, and more information
about finding partners to make your event a success.
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